
Ihar Sharamau
Web Designer. UI/UX DESIGNER. Web Developer.

Summary

I have over 20 years of experience in the web industry and software development.


I have successfully implemented more than 200 design and web projects in the field of tourism, 
e-commerce, and manufacturing.


I professionally use web design and development tools. I have practical experience and theoretical 
knowledge in the field of software development. An engineering and analytical mindset, focus on results, 
and the ability to self-learn help me in my work.


I am looking for opportunities to put my skills to good use in a new country.

PROJECTS

Commercial projects in which I took part as a web designer and web developer: 
gutewetter.ru, tursvodka.ru, mechanization.ru, alati.ru, kubele.ru, nand.ru, electric24.market, 
mantera-residence.ru, mba.su, herpesclinic.ru, shkafy-kupe.ru, ciders.ru, pfi-cons.ru, progbi.ru, 
expo-eurasia.ru, auto-diagnost.ru, intourmarket.ru, vernoe-delo.ru, automotozip.ru, cranetruck.ru, 
finotchet.ru, anchortrain.ru, digging.ru, akc.ru, battour.ru, skylifts.ru, tyazhelovoz.ru, optimized.ru, 
eurodom.ru, rentatex.ru, samosvaly.ru, at-consulting.ru, colins.ru, excavating.ru, intergid.ru, 
manipulyatory.ru, sodexo.com, novieokna.ru, audar.ru, specialisty.ru, happy-feet.ru, naftan.by, 
promoting.ru and many more.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Marketing Agency “Promoting”

Head designer, web developer 
10/2004 — current

 I am engaged in designing the structure of web representations (portal, website, online store, landing 
page), developing web page design, user interface (UI) design, and studying the functionality of the 
interface (UX). I develop a visual concept and corporate identity from a logo to document templates

 As an art director, page designer, UI/UX designer, and layout designer, I developed the tourist portal 
“Tursvodka” <www.tursvodka.ru> from concept to final front-end programming. Developed the 
portal logo, templates for social networks, and advertising layouts for printing. The task of creating 
one of the largest tourist portals in the region has been solved

 Developed the website of the largest manufacturer in the region "GuteWetter". Created concept, 
design, illustrations, UI/UX, and front-end programming. Developed a design system for a mobile 
application and designed the interface with its prototyping. The problem of integrating the 
production of a product and its implementation with the help of an electronic catalog and an online 
product constructor has been solved

 Designed and developed (logo, web design, UI/UX, responsive layout) a voluminous portal catalog by 
order of construction equipment "Mechanization"

 Developed interface design and user interaction design, programmed the behavior of interface 
elements, and the interaction of form elements of online stores Alati, Kubele, and many others. 
Designed templates for social networks

 Developed of the concept of redesign and adaptability of the complex website of the MBA business 
school. The logo was also designed

 Participated in the development of advertising web projects (design, layout) of international 
companies Sodexo and Collin`s.

OJSC “Naftan” (oil refinery plant)

Leading software engineer 
12/1997—10/2004

 I have developed the first version of the structure, design, and client side of the corporate site 
<www.naftan.by> and the websites of the structural divisions of the enterprise. That allowed at 
that time the largest oil refinery in Europe to have a representation on the Internet. My design 
work is still being used there

 Developed design templates for PowerPoint presentations and poster design for the company's 
monthly economic reports to the Government of the Republic of Belarus

 Developed the design of promotional materials (posters, presentations, stickers on product 
packaging, billboards)

 Developed and implemented more than 40 automated workstations and software products for 
construction and repair logistics, and product registration from order to price calculation.

Address: Bialystok, Poland

web: www.sharamoff.com

Phone: +48 452 461 575
Email: sharamoff@gmail.com
telegram: @Sharamoff

Portfilio: behance.net/Sharamoff
dribbble.com/Sharamoff

linkedin: linkedin.com/in/ihar-sharamau/
Github: github.com/sharamoff

DESIGN Skills AND TOOLS

Responsive web design, UI design, mobile 
application design, adaptive prototyping
Figma, Adobe XD, Sketch

Graphic design, photography
Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Lightroom 

Logotypes, icons, illustrations
Adobe Illustrator

Web animation
Adobe After Effects, Adobe Animate, 
GreenSock (GSAP)

other Skills

Adaptive layout, programming, project build 
and deploy, version control, agile project 
managing, project planning.

HTML5, CSS3, SASS/SCSS,  
Bootstrap, TailwindCSS, JavaScript,  
gulp, GitHub,


Jira, Microsoft Project, Redmine.

Education

2016—2023

Courses & Certificates 
More than 40 course certificates in the 
fields of UI/UX design, responsive web 
design, layout design, Figma software,  
web animation, prototyping,  
project management.

1988—1993

Novopolotsk Polytechnic Institute

Mechanical engineer

Languages

English – intermediate
Polish – elementary
Russian – native speaker
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